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ABSTRACT 

An extensive analysis ia made of all results on the angular distribution of ~-~ de

oays in the nuolear emulsion stack used by Hulubei at al. 

Contrary to their previous analyses, whioh favoured anisotropy for this distribution, 

it is shown that no strong indication of anisotropy SUbsists which 1s free from serious 

suspioion of residual uncorrected bias. The safe part of the soanning of that staok is in 

good agreement with isotropy • 

• ) On leave of absence from Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisioas and Faculdade de Fl-

10sof1a, U.F.R.J., Rio de Janeiro. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The angular distribution of "-~ deoays at rest in nuolear emulsions have been re-ex

amined reoently by HULUBEI et al. (' ) . They obtained an isotropic distribution in contr! 

distinotion to their previous aniootropio result. ('-') . 

However they oonolude that these different angular distribution" are meaningful thua 

asoribing the variatio~ to not well defined changes in previous pion history. 

An extensive analysis of the previous results on the angular distribution was made 

by HULUBEI et a1.(') with the oonc1usion that the significant departure from isotropy in 

"- ~ decay was a genuine physioa1 result. However the fact that we had obtained (6) a di

stribution consistent with i80tropy-using plates from the same stack "here they found the 

efl1sotroj>ic result-was minimized. They argue that the conc1usiollB of that paper (') were 

baaed on qualitative oonsiderations, that soanning effioien01es have not been estimated 

nor were beam moun:! investigated. They claim that results of referenoe (6) are not at va 
riance with their more reoent result. ('). Finally they stats that the oomparison of our 

results, uncorreoted, with their old results (2) uncorreoted for bias, seems of no pra

tioa1 interest. 

We think, how.ver, that we should extraot all possible informations from th.se dif

ferent analysis of the stack where pion history is the same . 

Aotually this is exactly the aim of the present paper where not only the answers 

to the oriticiaffia to reference (6) above mentioned are given, with the pertinent addi

tional informations, hut also a detailed analysis of all results obtained with that stack 

ia made. The conolusion is that no strong indioation of anisotropy in 1T-1l deoay exists 

whioh ia free from a"riouts 8uspicion of residual uncorreoted bias. 

RESULTS POR SEVERAL S CANNINGS 

The angular distribution "e are considering in dN/dU, U being the angle between the 

initial direotion of the 11 meson projected on the emulsion's plane and the direotion of 1r 

beam. 

In (') the method of area soanning was used, looking for "-~ vertex. A X' = 181.4, 

for three degrees of freedom, was found in the comparison of the results with isotropy 

(7526 deoay.). 

After we obtained a few plates of that same stack thanks to the kindness of Professor 

Hulubei, a soanning by the same method was mde finding a distribution also not compatible 

with isotropy (') . A X' = 22.9 was obtained for three degrees of freedom (2594 deoays), 

thus giving a probability P'" 0 .01% for isotropy. However these results we"" .also hard

ly oompatib1e with those of referenoe (') leading to X' = 10.4 (three d.of f.) or a pro

babilit y of 1 . ~ for the two samples to oorrespond to the same distribution. To oheok 

aome indioatioM of observational biaa unfavouring smail TT-P angles a new 8canning was 

made (') using a different method . The soanners were instruoted to look for all b1aok 
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treok.ending in the emulsion and follow them baok (in the same plat.) to ••• ,m.th.r ~ 

correspond. to a ~ resulting from 1'1' deoay at reet. The 1'1'-11 vertex must be found within the 

p range and aooepted even if it looks as a soattering, in whioh oas. it WDuld hev. been 

lo.t in the 1T-P vertex soanning. The distribution wa. th.n oompatibl. with isotropy (x'. 
= 5.2 tor three d. of r., or P = 15,8%; 1,1}2 deoays). It was, however, inoompatibl. with 

the r •• ult. of (') (x' c 42.8 for three d. of f., or P « 0.001%). 

In C) "" inorea.ed the .taUsHo. u.ing the .am. method with •••• ntially the eama r~ 

.ults of (') (total of 8669 deoay.). 

The departure. from isotropy in the angular distribution are not, however, only due w 
a forward-baokward. asynmetryp 0.8 a pole-equator al5ynnetry was also observed. 

Thu. the value. of ooeffioient. (.) b and d, 

b = 2 (forward-baokward) 
forward+ beokward 

d • 2 (pol. - equator) 
equator + pole 

= 2 (X. + leo -x, -x. ) 
X. + leo + X, + x. 

2 (X. +x. -leo -x,) 
• X, + Xa + x.:, + x. 

are ua.ful to analy •• the.e distributions. Here Xi are the number. 01' obs.rved deoays 

with It in the intervale as follo""s I 

X. o· 45" plua 315· - 360· 

45· 90· plus 270- - 315" 

90· - 135" plua 225· - 270" 

135· - 225· 

Their values are given in Table I for the above mentioned results, allot them unoo£ 

Noted tor effioi.noy, the number. oorre.ponding to the number of refereno., (') reilors 

only to 1T-P vertex soanning]. 

TABLE I 

Exp. b d 

(') -0.115 t 0 . 023 -0.268 t 0.023 

(') -0.040 ± 0.039 -0.180 t 0.039 

(') -0.026 t 0.022 -0.057 t 0.022 

It is alao oonvenient to introduoe the ooeftioient 

_ 2 ( 4X. _) 
a - 73 X.+x,+x,+X< 1 
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In the Table II the ooeffioients are given for all experiments made with Hulubei stack. 

L, H, T1 and T2 are the experiments quoted in references ('). L is the same desoribed in re 

rereno9s (I) and (3 ) with a slight increase in statistics and with correotion for bias. H 

is an experiment with higher scanning effioiency (') using the same msthod a. in (2). 

In T, the soanning was made following the gray traok in the beam until it ended (.). 

If a positron traok was present the J.I-traok was followed baok for approximately 600 JI to 

look for tm 1r-J,I vertex. 

In experiment Ta the Bame method was used but the u-J,l-e event l'Bd both vertices in the mme 

plate where the gray tracks was pioked up. In both oo.S9 it was BSSUID9d that 1here was no bias. 

Expe~ent E in Table II i8 part of reference (7) correoted for effioiencies as anali

sed in the next section. 

TABLE II 

Exp. bx10' dx10' a.x10J 

L -124- ! 21 -131 ! 21 -208 ! 21 

H - 95 ± 38 -124- ± 38 -134- ± 36 

T, -14-3 ± 4-8 - 88 ± 4-8 -108 ± 4-6 

T. - 16 ! 59 + 2 ! 59 + 70 ± 60 

E + 8 ± 38 - 51 ± 38 - 18 ±4-0 

CORRECTED RESULTS 

The oorrection for scanning efficienoy by double soanning could not be made for all 

soanners as we had to Bend haok the plates used. However 1700 out of 2594 deoays found in 

referenoe (6) u8ing~-~ vertex soanning were in the same area scanned with the blaok track 

ending method. 

:Ilhey oould be used to determine the efficiencies of three of the scanners (A, B and C) 

who had used the last method. The results are given in Table III. In Table IV the corre£ 

ted values of Xi' of coefficients b, d and a and of X2 for isotropy with three degrees of 

freedom are given. 

TAllLE III 

Soan. Obeerved r esults Effioiencies x 10' 

X'I X'l XS X'l <, <, <, €. 

A 683.5 705.5 74-2.5 690.5 75.0±3.3 78.1±2.7 80. 2±2. 7 75.7±3.0 

B 706.5 800.0 778 . 0 717.5 66.1±3.4- 66.8!3.0 66 .2±3.0 62.7!3.3 

C 332.5 329.0 337.0 309.5 72. 7±13.4- 77.8±13.9 83.3±10.8 93.3!6.4-
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TABLE IV 

Soan. X, X. x" X. bx10' dx1o' ax1o' X' 

A 911.3!53.1 903.3!46.2 925.8!46.1 912.2!50.1 -13!54 - 3!54 - 2!57 0.1 

B 1068.8!68.9 1197.6!68.5 1175.2!67.9 1144.3!74.1 -23!61 -70!61 -78!60 2.0 

C 457 .2!88.1 423.0!78.9 404.4!56.7 331.6!29.7 +178!159 -48!166 ~152!198 6.4 

The combined oorrected results of A, Band C and the corresponding errors were obta!-
A A' A ned using the following equations. Let us call Pi = Xi / .L1 X. the relation of ocrreo-

J= J -
ted number of caaes fourd by observer A in interval i to the total oorreoted number of 
- A A l A 
decays found by this observer (and similarly for the other observer) and ai = 6Xi / ~'1 6Xj 

A A J 
where 6X1 is the error in Xi. Then the oombined value for Pi was found by the expres-

sion ('). 

where 

P~ 
pA P B P C 

i i i 
-r 

= (a/)' 
+ 

(aiB). 
+ 

(aiC), ai 

and 

• • 
o Pi = (1 - L P~ ) aI /k~1 • 

j=1 J 
a

k 
• 

Here ai given by 

1 1 1 1 ;;-r = 
(al), 

+ 
(a i B). 

+---
i (ai Cl' 

(2) 

is the error in Pi and Pi sati.fie s 

The value of X2 of the combination of two experienoes A and BJ whioh generalize Pea

rson's formula is in this case given by (8). 

where p~AB, a JAB are given by expressions (1) and (2) for the combined experiences A, 

B only. 

12 : 
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It should be mentioned that for purely statistioal distributions Z Pi and 

the additional terms in 1 - Z ~ disappear. 

The values obtained for Pi werel 

p, = 0.2461 ~ 0.0103 p, O. 2560 ~ 0.0095 

p, = 0.2568 ~ 0.0093 0.2411 ~ 0.0091 

In no case 5 Pi was larger than 0.003. The values of X2 for the oombination of the 

soannings two by two are (3 degrees of freedom) I 

, 
X AB 

1.1 
, 

X BC = 4.5 • 
X AC 4.5 

which shows the consistency of these three 8cannings. The values of the coeffioients at 

band d given in Table I (line E) and corresponding errors ".ere obtained from the above 

values of Pi-

MUON BEAM CONTAMINATION 

The possibility that IJ IDe8Jn soatterings where taken a8 1f-J,I deoays 1a excluded in rur 

experiments (7). Indeed, 

1) Eaoh event acoepted was looked three times and examined for oharacteristio ohange 

of ionization and coulomb scattering. First with objectives 25X and eye pieoes 15X and 

then with objeotive 100X and eye pieoes 15X. In the seoond time depth and angles of posi

tron ani IJ mesons With the direotion of 1r beam were meaBured . In the third time the pro

jeoted angle betweenrr and IJ was measured. Eaoh event was looked in the seoond or third 

time by an experienced physicist. In no oase a IJ scattering was found to be taken as TT-J1 

deoay. 

2) All IJ lenghts were approximately measured. Thus if a J.I-soattering was taken as a 

1T-J.I deoay, the soattering had to ooour at about 600 J.I of the J.I traok's end. However, the 

estimated oontamination of J.I mesons in our staok was about 5%. Thus, as shown in refe

rence (') the fraotion of muons scattered by angle great than 5' at approximately 600 p 

is negligibly small and would lead to a negligible correotion. 

DISTORSION IN THE STACK 

In ('), (6) and (') the dN/d8 dilltribution was obtained for a total of 18993 parti

oles from contamination stars. 

The results give a probability of 24% <X' with three degrees of freedom) for it to 

be isotropio. This may be taken aa an indication that distorsion in the staok is not 8! 
gnifioant. 
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COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

Table V gives the probabilities f or oompatibility of the several experiments among 

themselves, with isotropy and with the a stars distribution. They were obtained from the 

values of X2 for three degrees of freedom. 

TABLE V 

Exp. E L H T. T. a 

lsot. 56% 0.001% 0.06% 0.46% 14.5% 24% 

a 66% 0.001% 0.03% 0.16% 14. 0% 

T. 29% 0.008% 2.4% 12.5% 

T, 8.5% 2.7% 61.5% 

H 12.5% 16% 

L 0.04% 

We see that experiment L is inoompatible with Tz, E and hardly compatible with T. , 

and thus must be discarded. We see also that experiments Tz and E are the only ones ftrloh 

are oompatible with isotropy, and with the a di~tribution . 

Aa we wish to analise if the anisotropy is due to a genuine physical effect or if it 

may have been originated from Borne uncorreoted bias in the experiments, we fir~t oombine 

the two experiments which are more sure to be free of suoh biases, that is, experinBnts 

T. and E. 

AJ> pointed out in reference (') the greatest danger of loss concerns ,,-~ ~ with 

small projeoted rr-~ angles, l eadi ng to smaller X1 value . 

This 10B8 may not be oompletely correoted for by the double 80mning prooedure and 

the uncorreoted 108s may be larger then the estimation made in referenoe (5). Suoh a 1088 

is significant in the TT-/1 vertex soanning, say for the L and H experiments as in these 2!l 

see if a 11-1J vertex was taken as a IJ meson it is lost. In the other experimentl5 it UlBlYbe 

found when we return 600 ~ back from the ~-end. A strong indication that the double soan 

ning prooedure analised in reference (5) did not oorreot all bias losses in Land H oomes 

from the faot that the "corrected" resultl5 of experiment L are, as indicated in TavIe V 

not oompatible with experiment TI: and hardly oompatible with experiment Tt ot the same 19CJr 

ker •• In the .ame way H is not compatible (9 ) with T • • 

It was shown in (') that in the T. experiment the lo.s was smaller than 1% of the 

total .".-IJ decays . This is also true for the E experiment, as in both only 1i,'S complete-

ly oontained in the same plate were accepted. However for the T. experiment , where Ii'a 

leaving the plate were accepted and followed, the analysis of (5 ) is not applioable aa 

the grain oounting results for flat li-nBson oannot be extrapolated to the stee per onea of 

this experiment . 

1 2 .' 
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ThUB we find no j ustification for taking TI in the same foot a. T, ('0). On the con

trary T1 18 more oompatible with H, although the methods are completely different. Thus 

we separately oombine the results of T, and E (29% probability of oompatibility) end 

the results of H and TI (61.5% probability of oompatibility). Table VI gives the pro

babilities for compatibility of those result. among themselves, with isotropy and with a 

d+strlbution, obtained from the values of X2 for three degrees of freedom. 

TABLE VI 

Exp. Isotropy a H + T, H TI 

E + ~ 31% 35% 1% 3% 7% 
H + TI <0.001% <0.001% 

Table VII gives the values of b , d and a coefficients for the several oases. We sho

uld mention that coefficient a was introduoed to oharacterize the laok of events in Xi 

interval; the faotor 2/J3 was ohosen to make the error in ~ of the same order a8 tho 

Be in.£ and i. 

6b, 6d and 6.a given in Table VII are the d.i:fferenoes of b, d and a of oonsidered 

cases and those of E + T2 • 

TABLE VII 

Exp. b x 10' d x 10' a x 10' 6b x 10' Ad x 10' fla x 103 

E+ T. +2 ± 32 -34- ± 32 +10 ± 33 - - - - - -
H + T, -113 ± 29 -110 ± 29 -124- ± 28 115 ± 4-3 76 ± 4-3 134- ± 4-3 

H -95 ± 38 -124- ± 38 -134- ± 36 97 ± 50 90 ± 50 14.4- ± 4-9 

T, -14-3 ±4-8 -88 ± 4-8 -108 ± 4-6 14-5 ± 58 54- ± 58 118 ± 57 

We Bee from Table VI and VII that the oombination H + T, is not oompatible with 

E + Ta, not only because the probability of compatibility obtained from X'lo::- 1% but 

also because 6a a.nd .6.b are respectively 3.1 and 2 .7 standard deviations. 

As for Hand T, separately whioh have a small probability of oompatible with 

E + Tz beoause fia for H and fib for T, are respeotively 2.9 and 2.5 standard de

viations. 

We thus conolude that it ia not satisfac1x:>ry to oombine either H or T1 with E + T., 

T. and E being the only experiments on this staok which are surely free of bias. 

12~ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

If we accept the conolusion of the previous section we must use only Tli! + E as the 

result of the analysis of rr-p decay angular distribution for the stack under considerat

ion. Thus we come to the conclusion that these results (T2 + E) are in good agreermnt 

with isotropy as seen from Table VI and from values of a, band d in Table VII. The agr! 

amant of T2 + E with the a distribution in the same stack, m.iah should be isotropic, is 

also shown in Table VI. These results (E+ T2 ) are now compatible with the p- distribu

tion obtained in reference c') (40% probability from X' wi til three degrees of freedom) 

which was in good agreement with isotropy. But now the question is raised of why the re

sults of C), with 11'-11 vertex scanning, oorrected for so arming efficiency, should be 

more reliable then those of L and H. The losses with this method depend on the traiu 

ing of the soanners, the rapidity of the scanning, the oonditions of the devalopment 

of the stack, type of emulsion, optical equipment used and on the awareness of the sc~ 

ners that they may loose a oertain kind of events. Thus it is possible that some of 

thase faotors are responsible for the increasing isotropy in the succession of experi

ments L, H and of reference (1). 

Summing up our conclusions we may state that, 

1) The results of the Hulubei stacks (5) indioate there is some residual unoorreo

' ted bias for experiments 1, H, T1, that make them not compatible with experiment T2+E 

whioh is free of bias. 

2) The results of experiment E+ T2, which seems to be safe part of the scanning of 

this stack, are in good agreement with isotropy and with the J.l- distribution of referen

ce (,). 

Therefore there is no remaining indication of anisotropy in 1T-J.l deoay in such ex 

periments and no need to appeal to unknown differences in the 1T-J,l history to explain dif 

ferent forms of angular distributions. 

• • • 
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